
INSTRUCTIONS Transformer Trunk

Includes:
Plastic Trunk
Table Base
Aluminum Legs
Table Top

1
Remove straps, open trunk 
and remove parts. Turn 
trunk bottom upside down. 
Push legs into holes located 
on the trunk bottom.

Place trunk top above legs. 
Align legs with holes in 
trunk top. Push trunk top 
down to firmly anchor on 
legs.

Place graphic material 
upside down starting at 
the trunk top. Slide graphic 
downwards.

2 3

4
Rotate entire stand 180O so 
that graphic is now right 
side up. Pull graphic up and 
over trunk bottom.

Place table top lid on top of 
stand and press down.
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INSTRUCTIONS Tower Stand

Includes:
Sectional Tube Frame
Base
Top Arm
Black Canvas Bag

1
Unfold and align sectional 
tube frame.

To connect the sectional 
pieces together, press the 
button and slide pieces 
together until buttons 
snap in place.

Attach the top arm to the 
sectional pieces you just 
assembled.

2 3

4
Align assembled parts 
over the base and screw 
clockwise.

Pull the fabric banner over 
the frame and over the lip 
of the base.
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INSTRUCTIONS Mini X-Banner

1
Stand the frame upright 
by extending the feet 
outward.

Using your graphic with 
openings, attach each of 
the four corners to the 
hooks on the X-Banner 
frame.

Ensure that the X-Banner 
frame is fully extended 
and taut in order to 
properly display your 
graphic.
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Includes:
Graphic
Mini X-Banner Frame
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INSTRUCTIONS Circle Pop-Up Banner

Includes:
Pop-up banner
Carrying bag
4 ground spikes

1 2 3
Unzip the carrying bag and 
remove the Pop-Up Banner.

Slowly unfold the Banner so 
that both sides are fully visible.

Separate each side of the 
Banner and Velcro the two 
strips along the base as well as 
the two strips along the sides.

4
If you would like to secure the 
Pop-Up Banner to the ground, 
use the four ground spikes 
provided (additional tools may 
be needed for this).

This product is for outdoor promotional use only and should not be left out in extreme weather conditions. Please use 
common sense guidelines and do not display this product outdoors when extreme winds or storms may be present.



INSTRUCTIONS
Circle Pop-Up Banner

(disassembly)

1 2 3

4 5

Detach the two Velcro strips 
along the base as well as the 
two strips along the sides.

Flatten the Banner and turn 
it sideways in preparation for 
folding.

Note: Using your foot to prop 
up the Banner can be helpful.

Begin to fold the outside edges 
inward, using your wrists to 
gradually fold the top towards 
the ground.

Continue to fold the top 
towards the ground, making 
sure that the top ridge of the 
Banner is within the lip of the 
bottom ridge.

Fold each side inwards and the 
Banner should fold into three 
circular sections.


